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States work to ban period products containing toxic PFAS after 2023 report



04/05/2024 - 06:00



California, Vermont and Colorado push for ban after slow federal response to research finding forever chemicals in period products
State lawmakers in California, Vermont and Colorado are working to ban the sale of period products containing highly toxic “forever chemicals”, or PFAS, nearly a year after a report revealed the chemicals were found in everything from tampon applicators to period underwear.
Despite a growing awareness of the dangers and ubiquity of PFAS, federal regulators have been slow to respond to the bombshell 2023 report from the University of Notre Dame, in which researchers found forever chemicals in various menstrual products including those mentioned above and more. Federal bills designed to address PFAS in everyday consumer items – including period products – stalled last year in large part due to chemical industry lobbyists.
Continue reading...
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Blue, mysterious and arriving by the millions: the alien-like creatures blanketing US beaches



04/05/2024 - 06:00



Masses of ephemeral organisms known as ‘by-the-wind sailors’ wash up in a ‘blue tide’ on the west coast most years but warmer winter seas could be increasingly their numbers
From Oregon to California, blankets of alien-like blue creatures are washing up on rocky beaches. They are Velella velella, tiny colonies of organisms with a sombrero-esque fin sticking out the top and tentacles dangling down.
Millions have been spotted along the US west coast this spring, much to the surprise and delight of beachgoers who have gleefully posted footage on social media. Some call it a “blue tide” and it happens most springs – but not always to the same degree of abundance.
Continue reading...
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Week in wildlife – in pictures: nosy polar bears, a waving seal and blue-footed boobies



04/05/2024 - 02:00



The best of this week’s wildlife photographs from around the world
Continue reading...
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China braced for rise in air pollution deaths



04/05/2024 - 00:00



Country needs to speed up environmental response to protect its ageing population, multinational study finds
In 2005 Beijing was crowned the smog capital of the world. Concerns about air pollution and athlete health overshadowed preparations for the 2008 Olympic Games and required industry and traffic shutdowns to clean the air during the event itself.
Now, a team of researchers at Chinese, German and Canadian universities have tracked the impacts of deteriorating air at that time. They found that particle pollution deaths in China were increasing at about 213,000 a year and peaked at 2.6mn people in 2005.
Continue reading...
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The hyenas of Harar: how a city fell in love with its bone-crunching carnivores



04/04/2024 - 23:00



In an ancient walled city in eastern Ethiopia, the animals are fed in return for cleaning up the streets and keeping spirits at bay
Photographs by Guillaume Petermann
The hyenas gather as night settles. The bolder animals come early and lounge around, undisturbed by the loud blare of mosques calling people to prayer. By the time Abbas Yusuf arrives, dozens lurk in the semi-darkness, pacing over shards of splintered bone and broken glass.
Abbas whistles and calls, tossing out a few chunks of meat. Then he beckons over the small group of tourists who have come to watch. They take turns feeding the hyenas from sticks, flinching and giggling as the animals tentatively grab the meat between their jaws and scuttle off.
The hyenas pounce on the meat left out for them. Their teeth and jaws are specially adapted for crushing bones
Continue reading...
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Asbestos discovered at three more Melbourne parks, says local council



04/04/2024 - 22:15



Hobsons Bay city council, in the city’s west, confirms late on Friday that three further sites have been identified
Follow our Australia news live blog for latest updates
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
Victoria’s environment watchdog says it suspects an illegal dumping of construction waste was behind the discovery of asbestos in mulch in Melbourne’s west this week.
But the spread of asbestos could be broader than first suspected, with Hobsons Bay city council, in the city’s west, confirming late on Friday that three further sites have been identified.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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The life aquatic: A game changer for frog vision, but little difference between night and day



04/04/2024 - 18:07



Frogs display a remarkable diversity of species as a whole, but does the same hold true for their visual abilities? A new study sought to answer this question by collaborating with researchers in Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Cameroon, Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea, French Guiana, Gabon, Seychelles, Sweden, United Kingdom and the United States, to get a sample of a diverse array of frogs to study the visual pigments found in their eyes. The researchers found this diversity is largely 'reflected' in the pigments, especially for aquatic frogs versus those living on the ground or in trees. They found little difference with the small groups of frogs that have adapted to daytime conditions as opposed to their nocturnal cousins.
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Adult fish struggle to bounce back in marine protected areas



04/04/2024 - 10:35



Many marine protected areas are falling short of their most basic purpose: to rebuild struggling fish populations. In a new study, scientists looked at the age breakdown of reef fish in marine protected areas for the first time. They discovered in almost all of them, adult fish populations -- vital to spawning the next generation -- have either flatlined or declined.
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With the planet facing a 'polycrisis', biodiversity researchers uncover major knowledge gaps



04/04/2024 - 10:35



Connecting the study of infectious disease spread, biodiversity loss and climate change could offer win-win-win solutions for planetary health, but a new analysis has uncovered almost no research integrating the three global crises.
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Why are kids being forced to eat lunch in silence?



04/04/2024 - 09:00



Saving their social time – and their emotional lives – is more important than ‘achievement’ activities
Parents in the US: are you happy with your child’s school lunch?
When my son started kindergarten, I wondered how he would adjust to a seven-hour school day without an afternoon nap and how quickly he would make new friends. I never imagined lunch would be the worst part of his day.
I was horrified to learn that his A-rated public school in one of North Carolina’s best school systems forced my five-year-old and his schoolmates to endure 15-minute silent lunches. Talking in a whisper would lead to a swift reprimand by the lunch monitor. He could even lose precious play time for excessive talking.
Continue reading...
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